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Reaver wifi hack

Welcome back, my hackers! One of the most popular areas for those starting out in this discipline is wi-fi hacking. Wi-Fi has been rife with vulnerabilities and insecurity over the years and almost everyone wants to take advantage of it. When Wi-Fi was first developed in the late '90s, the original encryption/security standard, wired
equivalent privacy, or WEP, was easily cracked in minutes by statistical methods. When improved with WPA, Wi-Fi hacking became more difficult, but still very bearable. With the arrival of WPA2-PSK, we rely on catching hashish (easy) and then roughly forcing the password (long-lasting). As wireless access points expanded, many
manufacturers tried to simplify them to set up. To this end, many have offered to press the setup button. This is called a Wi-Fi protected setup or WPS. Unfortunately, this simple setup is also easy to crack. If the Wi-Fi AP you're targeting has WPS, then that's the best way to hack it. Background information about the Wi-Fi protected setup
or WPS The idea behind WPS was to simplify the setting of wireless access points for a non-technology home user. Usually, an 8-digit PIN is printed on the outside of the router, and then the device would be certified with this PIN. The device would then generate a complex PSK that would be almost evidence of a dictionary attack. To
attack the WPS, then we only need to roughly force the PIN. With 8 digits, this seems to imply a power of 10 to 8 (10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10 x 10) options. Fortunately, the eight digit is a check total, so now the number of options has dropped to 10 to 7. power or about 10,000,000. This is certainly an excerate number with plenty of time.
Fortunately for us, manufacturers actually broke that number into two pieces, the first 4 digits and the second 3 digits. As a result, we just need to crack the first PIN with 10 to 4. power capabilities or 10,000 options, and then another with 10 to 3. power options or 1000. This means that to break the PIN on these devices we only need to
try out 11,000 options! This is certainly a very exact number for a brute force attack! In this guide, we will use a tool specifically designed for the brutal force of a WPS PIN called Reaver. Because it is built into Kali and other Linux security distributions, there is no need to download or install anything. Let's start hacking that WPS enabled
Wi-Fi AP! Step #1:Reconnaissance for WPS Enabled AP'sBefore we can attack WPS, we need to find AP's that have WPS enabled and are not locked. The developers of Reaver have provided a reconnaissance tool called Washing with Reaver that does just that! First, we need to put our wireless interface in monitor (promiscuous) mode
with airmon-ng.kali &gt; airmon-ng start wlan0Now, let's check if any of the AP's in this area have WPS enabled and unlocked. The washing syntax is &gt; washing -i &lt;interface&gt;So if the wireless network &lt;/interface&gt;is wlan0, airmon-ng will probably change the name to something like wlan0mon (be sure to use the actual monitor
name available near the bottom of the airmon-ng output). This would give us such a command below;kali &gt; wash -i wlan0monoAs you can see, there are numerous AP's near my office with WPS enabled and unlocked. I must point out that there are at least 3 times as many AP's visible from my office, but only they have WPS enabled
and unlocked. This, of course, will be the AP's to target. For example, the first column has a BSSID or a unique AP MAC address. We're going to need that in the next step. Step #2 breaking the PIN with ReaverNext, let's go up cracking that WPS PIN. Remember, we need to try up to 11,000 possible PINs so it can take some time, usually
a few hours. The basic syntax for the Reaver command looks like this;kali &gt;reaver -i wlan0mon -b &lt;BSSID&gt; -S -vSSO: wlan0mon is the name of our wireless device in monitor mode BSSID is the AP MAC address we are attacking Whether it starts, identifies ap name, number of maximum attempts, manufacturer and model name.
That's when he starts trying out all 11,000 possible PINs. In the end, Reaver will find the PIN and present it to you as below. Now that you have a PIN, you can connect to ap without a password! Reaver provides another way to crack Wi-Fi access. It only works on WPS enabled and unlocked systems, so it's crucial to restart the tool wash
first. When you find a WPS enabled and unlocked device, Reaver is capable of finding a PIN by running all 11,000 options within hours! To become an expert in Wi-Fi hacking, check out W-Fi Hacking videos in our online store! Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS; Originally, Wi-Fi Simple Config) is a network security standard for creating a
secure wireless home network. A major security breach was discovered in December 2011. The flaw allows the remote attacker to reclaim the WPS PIN in a matter of hours with a brute force attack and, with a WPS PIN, a previously shared WPA/WPA2 network key. There are some tools designed to attack WPS. The most popular are
Reaver and Bully. In this manual, I will show how to use Reaver to hack into Wi-Fi. WPS Vulnerability Online Brute Force Attack In December 2011, researcher Stefan Viehböck reported a flaw in design and deployment that made pin-based attacks with brute force against WPS feasible to perform on WPS-enabled Wi-Fi networks. A
successful attack on WPS allows unauthorized parties to access the network, and the only effective reverse solution is to disable WPS. The vulnerability focuses on confirmation messages sent between registrars and enrollees when trying to verify a PIN, an eight-digit number used to add new WPA enrollees to the network. Because the
last digit is an overview of the previous digits, &lt;/BSSID&gt;there are seven unknown digits in each PIN, which gives 107 = 10,000,000 possible combinations. When an enrollee tries to gain access using a PIN, the registrar separately logs in the validity of the first and second halves of the PIN. Since the first half of the pin consists of four
digits (10,000 options), and the second half has only three active digits (1000 options), a maximum of 11,000 attempts are required before recovering the PIN. This is a reduction of three orders of magnitude compared to the number of PINs that would have to be tested. As a result, the attack can end in less than four hours. The simplicity
or difficulty in exploiting this defect depends on implementation, as Wi-Fi router manufacturers could defend themselves against such attacks by slowing down or disabling the WPS feature after several failed PIN validation attempts. An offline brutal attack in the summer of 2014, Dominique Bongard discovered what he called the Pixie
Dust attack. This attack only works for the default implementation of WPS by several wireless chip manufacturers, including Ralink, MediaTek, Realtek and Broadcom. The attack focuses on a lack of randomization when generating E-S1 and E-S2 secret nonces. Knowing these two nonces, the PIN can be recovered within minutes. A tool
called pixiewps has been developed and a new version of Reaver has been developed to automate the process. Since both the access point and the client (enrolled and registrar) need to prove that they know the PIN to make sure that the client does not connect to the rogue AP, the attacker already has two hashish containing each half
of the PIN, and all they need is to roughly force the actual PIN. The access point sends two hashish, E-Hash1 and E-Hash2, to the client, proving that he also knows the PIN. E-Hash1 and E-Hash2 are hashies (E-S1 | PSK1 | PKe | PKr) and (E-S2 | PSK2 | PKe | PKr), that is. The hashish function is HMAC-SHA-256 and uses authkey
which is the key used for hash data. Reaver Compatible USB Adapter/Dongles In theory, any wireless adapter listed here should fit the needs. But problems are known with devices that use rt2800usb drivers (rt3070 chips, RT3272, RT3570, RT3572, etc.). I tested the Alfa AWUS036NHA with Reaver and recommend this Adapter, since it
has an Atheros AR9271 chipset, which works great with Reaver. If you only have a card on the Ralink chipset, then you should learn: WPS attack strategy Set a wireless interface in monitor mode Look for attack targets Make sure the susceptibility of Pixie Dust WPS PINs is an attack based on known PIN and PIN production algorithms
Complete brute force if previous steps failed If the PIN was received but the WPA password is not displayed, then run commands to get a password from Wi-Fi. How to set the wireless interface in monitor mode To search networks with WPS, as well as to attack them, we need to transfer a Wi-Fi card to monitor the mode. Close programs
that could our attack: sudo systemctl stop NetworkManager sudo airmon-ng check kill Find the name of the wireless interface: sudo iw dev I set it in monitor mode (replace wlan0 with the name of your interface if different): sudo ip link set wlan0 down sudo iw wlan0 set monitor control sudo ip link set wlan0 up New network interface in
monitor mode is also called wlan0. If you have a different wireless network interface name, insert it instead of wlan0 in all subsequent commands. Search for WPS-enabled access points To collect information about access points, we use the Wash program, which comes with Reaver. sudo wash -i wlan0 A few minutes later, the program
will display a similar list: To exit the program, press CTRL+c. Washing will only display access points that support WPS. The wash displays the following information for each access point detected: BSSID BSSID AP Ch APs channel, as stated in ap beacon package dBm DBm Dbm value WPS WPS version supported by AP Lck Locked
WPS status, as stated in AP beacon package of AP chipset supplier ESSID ESSID AP Only access points that do not have in Lck column are appropriate. By default, the washing will perform a passive survey. However, washing can be directed by the -s option to send a probe request to each AP to get more information about the AP. By
sending a probe request, the wash will elicit a probe response from each AP. For AP's who can WPS, the WPS information element typically contains additional information about ap, including design, model, and version information. The -5 option is used to search on 5GHz 802.11 channels. More information about Wash and its options,
as well as links to additional guides can be found here . Pixie Dust vulnerability check in Reaver Pixie Dust Attack allows you to get a PIN very quickly. But not all access points are sensitive to this vulnerability. To check a specific AP for this vulnerability using Reaver, the option -K is used AP_MAC. For example, I was interested in the
following access point: BSSID Ch dBm WPS Lck Vendor ESSID -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- EE:43:F6:CF:C3:08 3 -81 2.0 But RalinkTe Keenetic-8955 Then the attack order will look like this: sudo reaver -i wlan0 -b EE:43:F6:CF:C3:08 -K As can be seen in the photo, The AP is vulnerable. and received
your WPS pin is: WPS pin: 36158805 When performing a Pixie Dust attack, you do not receive a WPA password (password from Wi-Fi network), how to get it will be displayed below. If the access point is not vulnerable to Pixie Dust, then before proceeding with full brute force it is recommended to try the most likely PINs for the attacked
approach. how to This is described in the Effective WPS PINs guide attack based on known PIN and PIN manufacturing algorithms. How to hack Wi-Fi with Reaver If none of the methods described above helped, then we proceed with full brute force, which can take hours or even a day. The order to initiate brute force is similar to the
previous one, but there is no option that triggers the Pixie Dust attack: sudo reaver -i interface -b AP_MAC It is proposed to run Reaver in extensive mode (-1vv option) to get more detailed information about the attack as it progresses: sudo reaver -i wlan0 -b EE:43:F6:CF:C3:08 -vv For more information on other Reaver options, as well as
a detailed description of other options, please click here: How to get a Wi-Fi password with the famous WPS pin in Reaver If the Pixie Dust attack succeeded, only the PIN is displayed. If you already have a pin, you need to use the -p option in Reaver to get a Wi-Fi password, after which you can specify a known PIN. Example: sudo
reaver -i wlan0 -b EE:43:F6:CF:C3:08 -p 36158805 If your -p option does not work for some reason, try using wpa_supplicant, as described in the guide 'Reaver broke the WPS PIN but does not disclose the WPA-PSK password'. Related articles: articles:
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